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Notice Items

No. Full english name

Warnings

Notice items

The normal function of this product may suffer strong
electromagnetic interference.You only need to recover the
product to initial setting simply based on manual if there is
the interference situation.Please use this product at other
position if the product's function cann't be recovered.

Please read following contents carefully before you operated
this piano.Please make safe keeping about this manual for
looking up at any time in future .

Packing List

GOLDEN & POP
Piano

Respectful customers,Please check following things are
complete when you are choosing this digital piano.
Piano body
Power adaptor
User's manual

Power
The plug has to be holded when the plug of power line was
pulled out from power socket.Please don't drag power line,
it will be damaged.Please don't use multiple connector to
connect equipment to power socket,it will cause superheat
to socket.
Please pull out power plug when the equipment won't be used
or in the period of thunderstorm.

Connection
Please close power switch of all equipments before you
connect this equipment to other equipments,it can avoid
equipment failure or the damage of other equipments
effectively.

Position
Please don't put this equipment in following environments to
avoid distortion,discoloration or other more serious damage:
The place that the sun shines directly,the side of the heating
More dusty,high temperatue and humidity position or the
position that may occur strong shock or concussion
The place that is close to magnetic field.
CLASSICAL

The inteference to other equipments
It will cause inteference if you put this equipment in the
position that is close to television,radio,mobile phone.This
equipment has to be kept appropriate distance with
television,radio ,mobilephone when it was used.

Maintenance
Only soft and dry cloth can be used to clean this equipment.
The paint thinner,solvent,Cleaning liquids or cleaning rag
that soaked chemical substances cann't be used.
Please don't overexert on power switch or control buttons.
It is the best to use this piano in following environments
Temperature:15ºC~35ºC ,humidity:75%

Handling
JAZZ & FUSION

29

Avoiding the papers,metal or other sundries to enter into
inside of equipment,please pull out plug from power socket
that is in wall if there is matter above.
Then,find one qualified repairman to inspect this equipment.
Please cut off all power before you move this equipment.
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No. Full english name
8 BEAT

Panel and keyboard control illustration

No.

Full english name

No.

Full english name

Front panel

ROCK

SWING & JAZZ

16 BEAT
BALLROOM

1.[Volume] Slide knob

In song mode

Adjust the size of main volume

11.[
] button
Start or stop play songs

2.[Tempo˄/˅] button
Adjust present tempo

12.[
] button
Pause to play or continue to
play songs

3.[Accomp volume˄/˅]button
Adjust accompaniment volume

COUNTRY
4.[Transpose˄/˅] button
Adjust present transpose
5.[Lesson] button
Enter into learning mode
6.[Left] button
Choose left hand voice part of
learning songs

POP

Latin & Latin Dance
DANCE

Waltz & TRADITIONAL

BALLAD

SOUL & FUNK

7.[Right] button
Choose right hand voice part of
learning songs

13.[
] button
To play songs fast backward
14.[
] button
To play songs fast forward
15.[
] button
Set the beginning and ending
position of song paragraph
loop

16.[A.B.C] button
Open auto bass chord mode

28.【Track2】button
Choose Track 2 in record

17.[A.B.C close] button
Close auto bass chord mode

29.【Track3】button
Choose Track 3 in record

18.【Dual voice】button
Open or close dual voice function

30.【Play/Pause】button
Play/ Pause MP3

19.[Lower] button
Open or close Lower voice function

31.【Style】button
Switch to style function state

20.【Song】button
Switch to song function state
21.[Touch] button
Choose keyboard touch curve
22.[Metronome] button
Open or close metronome

In style mode
11.[Start/Stop] button
Start or stop to play accompaniment

23.LCD display screen
Display all important setting
information about this equipment

32.[Store] button
Store panel setting state
33.【M1】button
To tune out panel setting1
promptly
34.【M2】button
To tune out panel setting2
promptly
35.【Bank】button
Switch memory bank
36【
. Se lec ting Song ∨/Vol ume∧】
Switch to previous song MP3
Press this button longer time
to reduce MP3 play volume

8.[Digital effect] button
Open or close digital effect

12.【Sync】button
Open/Close sync function

9.[Function menu] button
Enter into function menu

13.【FILL IN A】button
Fill in variation A

25.【Number/+,-】button
Adjust parameters

10.[Sound console] button
Enter into sound console menu

14.【FILL IN B】button
Fill in variation B

26.[Record] button
Start record function

37【
. SelectingSong∧/Volume∨】
Switch to next song MP3
Press this button longer time
to increase MP3 play volume

27.【Track1】button
Choose track 1 in record

38.[Power] switch
Open or close power

15.【Intro/Ending】button
Play the intro/ending of auto
accompaniment

24.[Voice] button
Switch to voice function state

Voice list

Panel and keyboard control illustration

No. Full english name

Rear Panel

No. Full english name

No. Full english name

Percussive
Chinese Instruments

SFX

39.External power jack
Connect to external power adaptor

42.Pedal input jack
Connect to pedal

40.USB equipment jack
Connect USB equipment

43.MIDI IN jack
Receiving MIDI information that was
sent out by external MIDI equipment
or computer

41.Audio out jack
Connect to external audio equipment

44.MIDI OUT jack
Sending data of this piano to computer
or MIDI equipment by this jack

46.Soft Pedal
The soft pedal was stepped on,the played notes
will occur pianissimo effect

47.Sostenuto Pedal
After this Sostenuto Pedal was stepped on,
The playing notes will occur sustain effect before
this pedal was stepped on.

48.Sustain Pedal
The sustain pedal was stepped on,the played notes
will occur sustain effect

LCD Display

7.Tempo
8.Reverb
9.Chorus
10.Dual voice
11.Keyboard split
12.Chord display area

Combined Voice
Drum Set

45.USB jack
Connect to computer

Pedal

1.Digital code display area
2.Characters display area
3.Volume
4.Voice selection
5.Style selection
6. Songs

Ethnic Misc.

13.Metronome
14.FILL IN A/FILL IN B
15.Record/Play
16.Touch
17.State memory
18.Staff display area

Voice list

No. Full english name
Bass

Preparation before performance

No. Full english name

No. Full english name

Power supply
1.Please make sure that this instrument is at off state before connecting
power,Please slide volume button to lowest volume position.
2.Connect power adaptor to the DC jack of this instrument
3.Insert plugs of power adaptor into AC power socket
4.Pressing down [power] button,LCD screen displays “Loading.”
Indicating that this piano has been opened.

Pipe

Connect headphone

Brass

Synth Lead

You can insert stereo headphone into phone jack of this piano
when you need excercise alone or play it late at night.
The speakers of this instrument will cut off automatically after
headphone was entered into phone jack,the sound can only be
heared from headphone,You can play as much as you can,you
aren’t afraid to disturb others.
Notice：
Please avoid using headphone for long time high volume,or else,
it will cause human ear fatigue,moreover, hearing damage.

Connect audio equipment
Connecting this piao with external acoustics equipments,
better music effect can be got.
The audio out jack in rear panel can be used to connect to
keyboard volume amplifier,Stereo acoustics systems,Sound
console,Recorder or other equipments. Using audio line to
connect audio equipment to audio out jack of rear panel,
Connecting another end to audio input jack of other equipments.
Notice:
Before connecting other equipments,please make sure that
the power of all equipments had been closed,moreover,please
make sure that volume setting of every parts had been adjusted
to lowest value before opening power of equipments at the same
time.

Strings & Orchestral Instruments

Connect computer
Synth Pad

Ensemble

This pian supplies one USB jack,it can be connected to personal
computer.You only need one USB line,one end was inserted into
USB jack of this piano,other end was inserted into USB port of
computer,it can transfer information with computer in both direction
Such as you can store the music that you had played on this piano
to the computer,you also can play MIDI document of your computer
by this piano as well.
Notice:
The USB audio equipment cann’t be setted for input and output
at the same time when you do the setting of the computer software,
or else the sound will be overlapping when you play the keys.

Reed

Synth SFX

Connect to other equipments
Connecting MIDI IN of this instrument to MIDI OUT of other
equipments,you can use this instrument as sound source.
Connecting MIDI OUT of this instrument to MIDI IN of other
equipments,you can use this instrument as MIDI controller.

Jack

Voice list

Preparation before performance

Connect Pedal
Three pedals group parts was connected to SUSPEDAL jack of
Rear panel of piano,then,this piano can own three different
function pedal:Soft Pedal,Sostenuto Pedal,Sustain Pedal.

No. Full english name
Piano

No. Full english name

No. Full english name

1.Soft Pedal:
The soft pedal was stepped on,the played notes will occur
pianissimo effect.
Guitar

2.Sostenuto Pedal:
After this Sostenuto Pedal was stepped on,the playing notes
will occur sustain effect before this pedal was stepped on.
3.Sustain Pedal:
The sustain pedal was stepped on,the played notes will occur
sustain effect.Moreover,the sustain pedal can support half pedal
operation,the sustain effect can be achieved more delicately and
smoothly when you are playing music.

Connect USB equipment
The piano supports to connect largest 32G USB equipment,such
as U plate,Card reader etc,The MP3 files and WAF files in USB
equipment can be played.
Notice:
Don't not pull out USB equipment in playing process,or else it will
cause mistake or USB equipment damage.

Organ

Remark:Please kindly noted that the equipments showed above is not included in the package.
You can buy yourself when you need.

Power Switch
1.Firstly,Please make sure that the power had been connected
correctly.
2.Press down【Power】button,LCD display screen will become
lighter,Displaying boot screen,indicating that the piano had been
opened.
Notice:
The LCD screen hasn't been lighted if you had press down【Power】
button,please check that whether the power was connected correctly.

Adjust Master volume
Sliding【Master Volume】knob to the right after the piano was
opened,the overall volume will become larger from smaller,to
slide【Master Volume】knob to the left,the overall volume wil
become smaller from larger.You can adjust the volume based
on your requirement.

Chromatic Percussion

Play voice of various kinds of instruments

Left stand
board

This piano has built-in hundreds kinds of vivid voice,including
the timbre of chinese folk music,percussion tone etc.
The detailed information,please see voice list.We also supply
the effect function that it is relative to voice for your better
playing voice

Pedal box

Connection board

Left fallen foot

Rear plastic plug board

Choose and play voice(Master voice)

Piano body

1.Pressing【Tone】button,The voice selection mode can be
entered into,The reminding mark “R1”lights in LCD at the same
time,moreover,the present voice name and no. display as well.
2.Using number button and 【+】/【-】button to choose the
voice that you need.
3.To play keys to start play and appreciate wonderful voice.
Notice:
To change voice selection sourcing you can press【Voice】
button again and again if you had opened dual voice or lower
voice function.The corresponding R1/R2/L cursor will switch
to light to display in LCD display screen.

Play two kinds of voice（Dual voice）
This piano has dual voice funtion,The casual two kinds of voice
can be superposed and sounded at the same time by this function,
The new voice effect will occur to enrich the layers of music.it
seems that two kinds of instruments play at the same time.The
voice will be fist “R1”voice before the dual voice function was
started,The choosed voice will be second “R2”after dual voice
function had been started.
1.Pressing【Dual voice】button to open dual voice function,
The “R2”mark lights in LCD,the present dual voice name and No.
display as well at the same time.
2.To choose the dual voice that you want to play by number
buttons and 【+】/【-】buttons.
3.The voice effect that was superposed by two kinds of different
voices can be heared when you play the keyboard,it seems that
two kinds of instruments are playing at the same time.
4.Press【Dual voice】button again,the dual voice effect can be
closed,“R2”cursor goes out in LCD,LCD display screen recovers
previous state.
Notice:
1.When the music range of keyboard was divided,Only the
keyboard in right hand area has dual voice function,the keyboard
in left hand area doesn't have this function.
2.The dual voice function wasn't responsive to in ensemble
timbre.

Right fallen foot

Lower voice

Right stand board

Transparent acrylic plate

Piano stand

Assembly diagram

The lower voice function can divide keyboard into left and right
2pcs separate performance areas by keyboad split point.There
will be different voices in right and left hand areas,The splitted
left hand voice was named Lower voice,The keyboard split point
can be setted on any keys based on users'requirement.
1.Pressing [Lower]button to open lower voice function,The marking
"L" lights in LCD,The name and serial no.of present lower voice
display in LCD as well at the same time.
2.You can choose the lower voice that you want to play by number
buttons and [+]/[-]buttons.
3.You can hear different voice effect in left and right hand areas
when you play keyboard.
4.Pressing [Lower]button again,the lower voice effect can be
closed,The "L" state cursor will go out in LCD,LCD display screen
will revoer original state.

Keyboard split point
The position in keyboard that splits master voice or dual voice
or lower voice was called "Keyboard split point".The initial default
setting of keyboard split point is at F#3(34).The keyboard split
point also can be setted at any other position of keyboard,the
detailed information,please see the illustration of function menu
setting part.

Assembly

Play voice of various kinds of instruments

Touch Response
The keyboard of this piano has touch response function,It can
help to enrich performance expression.It can reflect the touch
that you had used to every notes correctly,It seems that you are
playing real instrument.
This piano has three pcs touch curves for choosing.
1.Press【Touch】button to enter into touch function choosing
state.The touch curve no.of present keyboard displays in LCD
screen temporarily ,The default touch curve is second one in
Boot-Up State,there are two pcs touch curves in total(001-003).
2.Choose touch curve
In the state of touch curve that displays in LCD screen temporarily,
you can choose different touch curves by press 【+】/【-】or
press 【Touch】button continuously.
3.Close touch response
The present touch displays "OFF" in LCD,The relative "Touch"
state mark goes out in LCD,it indicates that present keyboard is
without touch repsonse state.

Assembly parts
TM4*12 screw

12pcs

TM6*50 screw

12pcs

TM6*20 screw

4pcs

Nut

8pcs

Corner connectors of piano brackets
M6 plum-blossom screw

4pcs

1pcs

Piano body assembly
Transpose
To use transpose function,you don't need to change play way,you
can adjust the pitch of full keyboard in the unit of semitone.
1.Press down【Transpose∨】or【Transpose∧】button to enter
into transpose setting state,The present transpose value “xxx
Transpos” displays in LCD temporarily.
2.Adjust tranpose value
When tranpose value “xxx Transpos” displays in LCD screen
temporarily,you can press 【+】/【-】button or 【Transpose∧/∨】
button continuously to adjust keyboard pitch,the largest adjusting
scope is ±12 pcs seminote.
3.The transpose value will recover to default “000 Transpos” if
you press down【+】and【-】at the same time.
Reminder：
If you want to play one G tone music,but you aren't familiar with
G tone keyboard,you can set transpose parameter for -05 or 007
at this time,you can use C tone pitch to play to produce G tone
real pitch at this time,This parameter adjustment is valid for full
keyboard and auto chord accompaniment.

Metronome
If you are afraid that you are't sure about beat when you are practing
music or recording,you can get special metronome reminder by
metronome function.
1.Open Metronome
Pressing 【Metronome】button to open metronome function,beat
sounds,Pressing【Metronome】button again to close metronome
function.
2.Metronome style setting
Please jump to beat type setting in funtion menu to see setting
method.
Notice：
1.If the metronome was opened in style playing process,The beat
sound will be responsed to at the beginning of next beat,the beat
point will change followed styles.
2.If the metronome was opened fistly,then,play style,this piano
will adjust metronome automatically at the same time that the
first beat of style sounded to make it match with styles.
3.The metronome can be opened in recording,but the sound of
metronome wasn't stored as recorded data

1.Using 1 pcs of plum-blossom M6 screw to fix on the plastic pedal box.
2.Using 12 pcs of TA4*12 screws to fix the corner connectors of piano brackets separately to left & right stand board.
3.Press 8 pcs of nuts into the corresponding holes of left & right stand board and connection board.
4.Using 4 pcs of TM6*50 screws to connect left & right stand board with the 2 pcs of fallen feet.
5.Using 4 pcs of TM6*50 screws to connect left & right stand board with connection board.
6.Using 4 pcs of TM6*50 screws to connect left & right stand board with pedal box separately.
7.Put the piano body on the piano stand, and then fix it with 4 pcs of TM6*20 screws.
8.Plug the MIDI pedal connection line into the sustain jack on the rear plastic plugboard of piano.
9.Put the transparent acrylic plate into the plastic hole above the piano.

Specification

Play various kinds of style of accompaniments

Keyboard

88 keys piano standard keyboard with hammer heavy

Display

LCD display(8pcs characters+Truncation code)

Polyphony(Max)

128
360 pcs voice in total(356 kinds of melody voice+4 groups keyboard percussion

Voice
Voice layer
Keyboard split
Style
Style control

Chord style
Effect
Sound console
Reverb
Chorus
Sequencer
Registration memory
Song bank
Pitch adjustment
Metronome
Tempo

Left,right1,right 2
Yes
160pcs presetting styles
Start/Stop
Sync start
Intro/Ending
LeadA/FILL IN A
LeadB/FILL IN B
Auto bass chord
Chord close
Accompaniment volume

32
DSP Open/Close

Using auto accompaniment function,you play piano alone and you
can enjoy the accompaniment effect of whole band,moreover,the
Orchestra,you only need to start the different styles of accompaniment
that you had choosed and use left hand to play suitable chord,the
music will go ahead all the time.
This instrument has built in various kinds of auto accompaniment
(The detailed information,please see style appendix list),you can
choose your favorite accompaniment style and enjoy the pleasure
that accompaniments bring to you as much as you can.

Play auto accompaniment（Only play percussion music voice part）
1.Pressing【Style】button to enter into style mode,The top-left
“STYLE”reminder marking lights in LCD and displays present
style name and seria no.at the same time.
2.Choose style
You can choose the styles you need by number buttons or【+】
/【-】buttons.
3.Start style
The percussion music part of style can be played immediately
by pressing 【Start/Stop】button,you also can press【Sync】button
to make the style to be in sync state.The beat point shines in LCD
at the same time,then,play any keys to start style perucussion
music performance.

Yes
128 Depth
128 Depth
3pcs user’s songs( 1 accompaniment track+2 melody track)
4 groupsx2
80pcs presetting songs,supporting 3 steps learning
Tone tuning
0,2-9
30-280

Other control
Connection extension
Headphone

3 levels touch

Pedal

Soft Pedal
Sostenuto Pedal
Sustain Pedal

1 standard stereo jack

Play auto accompaniment(All voice parts)
1.Play auto accompaniment
Pressing[A.B.C.]button to open auto bass chord function.The
keyboard will be divided into two parts,the left hand area will be
chord inspection area."A.B.C" marking will display in LCD
temporarily.If you press effective chord at chord inspection area
(Sync start state)at this time,the rich and colorful accompaniment
will be heared.
2.Start auto bass chord accompaniment
You can press[Sync]button,then,play one chord at chord inspection
area,the play of auto bass chord accompaniment will be started.
The notes of all auto bass chord accompaniment will follow to change
as well when you change one chord.
You aslo can press[Start/Stop]button to start percussion music play
of auto accompaniment.then,play one chord at chord inspection area,
All voice part of auto bass chord accompaniment will be played.

Accompaniment Paragraphs
Audio out
Power
Speaker voltage

Standard stereo jack

4
1430*485*300mm

The specification and explanation in this manual is only for reference.
Please forgive that we won't give extra notice if there is change about the specification.

The auto accompaniment itself of this piano contains many kinds
of different accompaniment paragraphs,it is convenient that you
arrange your own accompaniments in various kinds of ways.
These paragraphs including:Main play(A，B)、FILL IN(A，B)、
Intro、Ending.When you play accompaniment,you can make more
professional performance effect easily by simple switch of these
paragraphs.
1.Intro part
Intro is suitable for the beginning of one music,When the intro was
played over,the accompaniment will enter into preset main play part.
The length of intro will be different based on the difference of choosed
style type.
2.Lead part
Lead is suitable for main part of one song,the lead will loop play all
the time before you had pressed other styles control buttons.
3.FILL IN part
Filling in paragraph A or paragraph B can produce various kinds of
rich change to songs.It can let your performance more professional.
The accompaniment will switch to corresponding lead part automatically
when the paragraphes that were filled in were played over.
4.Coda part
Coda is suitable for ending of one song.The song will stop immediately
when the coda was played over.The length of ending is relative to
the styles that were choosed.
Notice:
1.Holding [FILL IN A] or [FILL IN B] will loop fill in variation when the
accompaniment are playing,the corresponding lead part will be entered
into untill the [FILL IN A]or [FILL IN B]button was loosen.
2.The initial default lead paragraph will be changed if FILL IN button
was pressed in the state that accompaniment had beenstopped,LCD
will display corresponding marking.

Trouble shooting

Play various kinds of style of accompaniments

Accompaniment volume control

Accompaniment volume is used to adjust the overall volume of
auto accompaniment,Using this function can let auto accompaniment
part and the volume of keyboard tone get balance.
1.Pressing[Accomp volume∨]/[Accomp volume∧]button,LCD will
display volume value of present accompaniment temporarily.
Pressing[Accomp volume∨]/[Accomp volume∧]button again at
this time can adjust the size of accompaniment volume ,the adjust
scope:0~127.
2.Pressing[Accomp volume∨] and [Accomp volume∧] buttons at the
same time can close accompaniment volume,"Accompaniment
volume"OFF" displays in LCD.Pressing [Accomp volume∨] and
[Accomp volume∧] buttons again at the same time can open
accompaniment volume.

Tempo
Every style has different best tempo value,you can change tempo
value based on your hobby and songs requirement.
1.The initial default tempo value can be changed by【Tempo∨】
/【Tempo∧】button
2.The tempo can recover initial default value by pressing【Tempo∨】
/【Tempo∧】buttons at the same time.
Notice:
The tempo will be setted for the preset value of present style
automatically if you choose style when the styles stopped,The
tempo will keep same if you switch style when the style are playing.

Trouble

Reason and solution

Accompanying noise in turn
on/off power

Normal phenomenon,please don’t worry about it

The speaker doesn’t sound
when keyboard being played

1.The master volume may be too low or closed,then,check whether headphone jack had
been connected headphone.
2.The volume value of master voice/dual voice/lower voice may be setted too low in sound
console,please check whether volume value had been adjusted to suitable value.

The instrument produces noise

This phenomenon may occur If the mobile phone( or other wireless equipments)were used
to be close to instrument,or else,the mobile phone rings nearby.You can close mobile phone
or let it to be far away from this piano.

When sync start had been opened You may press the keys that are at right hand area when you try to start auto accompaniment,
and the keys had been pressed,
Please make sure that the pressed keys are at left hand area of keyboard if you want to open
the auto accompaniment still didn't auto accompaniment by sync start function.
start.
The pitch of the pressed notes
are not correct

Please make sure that present note setting is 0 of this piano.This piano can be recovered to
initial default state if [+] and [-] buttons are pressed at the same time in the power off state.,
moreover,the power was opened.

The computer doesn't distinguish
this piano when it was connected
with computer

This piano doesn't need to set up extra drive,Please check whether USB line connection is
firm,or else,Try to connect other USB port of computer if the computer doesn't distinguish
this piano

Play and control songs

Learning mode1：Duration learning
1.Pressing【Lesson】button to enter into learning mode1 in the
state that the songs were stopped playing.“Les1 R”will displays
in LCD temporarily.The system will estimate the played duration
of learner,it doesn't estimate the correctness of notes and chords
in learning mode1,the song plays normally.
2.Pressing【Start/Stop】button to begin with songs learning If
you choose right hand to learn songs,the melody part of right hand
will be concealed.The learner only needs to play correct duration,
the melody will sound in the process of song playing,it is no need
to consider that the played notes are correct or wong.
If you choose left hand to learn songs,the chords of songs or left
hand melody part will be concealed,the learner only need to play
correct duration,it is no need to consider that the played notes are
correct or wong,the chords or left hand melody part can sound.
Pressing 【Left】&【Right】buttons at the same time,the left hand
and right hand can be learned at the same time,The system will
make estimation after thelearning was over.

Digital effect

Digital effect is one kind of Sound stage location technology
that imitates sound in true environment.Using this function can
let you hear more wide and full performance effect.
1.The digital effect will be opened automatically when this piano
was opened,"REVERB" and "CHORUS" marking lights in LCD.
2.Pressing[DIGITAL EFFECT]button,the digital effect can be
opened or closed.
Notice:
Switching "digital effect open/close"in style or song playing process,
there may be sound short pause or noise,It is the normal phenomenon
that was caused by switching "digital effect open/close".

Learning mode2：Pitch learning
1.Pressing【Learn】button repeatly to enter into learning mode2
in the state that song has been stopped play.“Les2 R”reminder
marking lights in LCD .The system only estimates the correctness
of pitch of notes that learner has played,The song can go ahead
backwards when it needs learner to play correct notes.If the pitch
of played notes is wrong,the song will be in waiting state untill the
correct notes was played.
2.Pressing【Start/Stop】button to begin to learn song,it will give
estimation after the learning was over.

Learning mode3：Play mode
1.Pressing 【Learn】button repeatly to enter into learning mode3
in the state that song has been stopped play.“Les3 R”reminder
marking lights in LCD .The system only estimate the correctness
of duration and pitch that learner are playing comprehensively.
The song plays normally,learner must play correct pitch based on
originalduration of song,then,it can be estimated correct by system.
2.Pressing【Start/Stop】button to begin to learn song,it wil give
estimation after the learning was over.

Sound console

The played volume of every tracks can be controlled solely by
sound console function.
1.Pressing【SOUND CONSOLE】button to enter into sound
console function menu,LCD will display corresponding value
temporarily.The fist time to enter into the sound console
menu when the power is on,The first option is “Percussion music
track volume”of sound console menu ,The option that was entered
into again later is same as the option that exited from last time.
2.Pressing【SOUND CONSOLE】button again and again to
choose the track item that you want to do the setting,then,pressing
【+】/【-】buttons to set parameters.
Concrete function items and parameters range are as following list：
Adjustment content

LCD display

Adjustment range

Percussion music track volume
Bass track volume
Harmony track volume
Phrase track volume
left hand track volume
Right hand track volume

Notice：
If there is no any setting operation in 5 seconds in sound console
setting state,the sound console function state wil exit automatically.

Play and control songs

Function menu
This instrument has presetting many kinds of different types
songs.Every song has learning function.
(For detailed information,please see songs list)

Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to enter into function menu,
LCD displays present function menu option temporarily,to set the
parameters of present menu by pressing 【-】/【+】 buttons.

Appreciate songs

Concrete function items and parameters range are as following
list:
Serial no.

Adjustment content

LCD Display

Adjustment range

Presetting value

1

Tune

XXX Tune

-50 ~ +50

000

2

Keyboard split

XXX KeySplit

1 ~ 88

034

3

Beat type

XXX BeatType

0，2 ~ 9

004

4

Metronome volume

XXX MetroVol

0~127

080

5

Reverb depth

XXX Revb Lev

0~127

050

6

Chorus depth

XXX Chor Lev

0~127

000

7

MIDI Receiving

XXX Midi In

1 ~ 16，ALL

ALL

8

MIDI Sending

XXX Midi Out

1 ~ 16

001

Notice：
If there is no any setting operation in 5 seconds in function menu
setting state,the function menu state will exit automatically.

Tune setting
This function is used to adjust pitch detailedly.
1.Pressing 【FUNCTION MENU】button to select tune menu,LCD
displays “xxx Tune”temporarily,You can press【+】/【-】buttons
to adjust pitch,the largest adjustment range is ±50，it is to rise
or reduce one half-tone.
2.Pressing【+】/【-】buttons at the same time,the pitch will recover
to presetting value:000.This parameter adjustment is valid for
keyboard and styles.

1.Pressing【SONG】button to enter into song mode,LCD lights
“SONG”marking,All songs will begin with loop play now.
2.You can choose the songs that you want to appreciate by
numbers button or 【-】/【+】 buttons.
3.To press 【START/STOP】button to stop playing in the state
that songs are playing,but doesn't exit song state,pressing
【START/STOP】button again,the present song will loop play.
4.Pressing【STYLE】、【RECORD】、【VOICE】、【DUAL VOICE】
or【LOWER】etc function buttons ,the song mode can be exited
when the song has stopped playing.

Song control
1.Guiding beat function
The song will have guiding beat instructions before intro was
played formally
2.Fast forward、Fast backward、Play/Pause and stop functions
of songs Pressing down【 】button can speed up to play songs
when songs are playing,pressing down 【 】button can return
back songs,pressing down 【
】button can pause to play songs,
pessing down 【
】button again to continue to play songs.
3.The fragment loop function of song
Pressing down【 】button can set starting point and ending
point of loop play when the song are playing,pressing this button
first time to set loop starting point,pressing this button second
time to set loop ending point,when ending point was finished
setting,the song will loop play the content between the two points.
Pressing down【 】button can exit loop and continue to play
songs in the state of fragment loop.

Keyboard split setting
The position to split auto bass chord area and right hand area in
keyboard is called "KEYBOARD SPLIT POINT".The keyboard in
left hand area are used for controlling auto bass chord accompaniment
generally when auto bass chord function was opened,the keyboard
in left hand area also can be used for playing voice.
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose keyboard split
point setting menu,LCD displays “xxx KeySplit”temporarily,You
can press 【-】/【+】 buttons to set keyboard split point at this
time,you also can play keys directly to do prompt setting.
The adjustment range:1~88.
2.Pressing 【-】and【+】buttons at the same time,the keyboard
split point will recover to presetting value:F#3（34）

Beat type setting
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose beat type menu,
LCD displays “xxx BeatType”temporarily,You can press 【-】/【+】
button to choose beat type at this time,this funtion supplys 0 、2~9
(total 9 kinds of beats)for your selection.
2.Pressing 【-】 and【+】 buttons at the same time,beat type will
recover to presetting value:004.

Song learning mode
The learning function of song are consist of 【Lesson】、【Left】、
【Right】these three buttons,these three buttons are valid only
in song mode.All songs can be learned by three mode:Duration
learning,Pitch learning and play mode.This piano can give score
based on your learning situation when the learning was over,it
helps you to make progress continously in learning process.
1.Enter into song learning mode
Pressing【Lesson】button to enter into song learning mode in
the state of the song had been stopped play.
2.Choose left hand or right hand to learn songs
The songs of this instrument can be choosed for three different
kinds of way to learn.You can choose the learning part you need
by 【Left】or 【Right】buttons,if you haven't proceed with selection,
the system will choose right hand learning for you automatically.
Notice：
The content of left hand learning will aslo be different based on
different songs type.For style type songs,the left hand will be
used for learning chords;For piano songs,the left hand will be
used for learning part melody of left hand.The MIDI type songs
doesn't support left hand learning function.The staff and chord
display area in LCD will display melody or chords of songs when
the songs are playing,It is convenient for following learning.

Function menu

Record your own songs

Replay recorded songs

Metronome volume setting

1.The record wil stop and enter into songs state automatically
and loop play previous recorded users'songs immediately if
【RECORD】button was pressed in record process.
2.Pressing 【SONG】button to enter into song state in standby
mode,all songs will loop play automatically.The serial no.of users
songs can be selected directly by pressing 【-】/【+】buttons,such
as:If there is no recorded data in one user's songs,“NoFile!”will
display in LCD display screen ,reminding that there is no recorded
data in present files,moreover,the loop play will stop.
3.Choosing one user's song that has data in the state that songs
has stopped,Pressing 【START/STOP】button to start loop play
this song.

1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose metronome
volume setting menu,LCD displays “xxx MetroVol”temporarily,
You can press 【+】/【-】button to set metronome volume
at this time,range:0~127.
2.Pressing 【+】and【-】buttons at the same time,metronome
volume will recover to presetting value:080.

Delete recorded songs
1.Pressing 【RECORD】and【SONG】at the same time when the
power is off,then,open the power,all users'songs will be cleared.
2.Pressing 【RECORD】button for 2 seconds to enter into tracking
deleting state in record preparation
state,The LCD displays “Delete?”.Pressing【TRACK1】、
【TRACK2】、
【TRACK3】to choose the track you want to delete in deleting state,
when the cursor of one certain track lights,it indicates that the data
of this track will be deleted,when the cursor of track goes out,it
indicates that the data of this track will be kept.If the cursors of
all tracks light,the data of complete song will be deleted when the
deleting operation was carried out.
3.Pressing【+】button to carry out deleting operation after the tracks
that you want to delete was choosed,it will return to record preparation
state automatically after the operation was finished,Pressing【-】
button to cancel deleting operation and return to record preparation
state.

Reverb depth setting
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose reverb
depth setting menu,LCD displays “xxx Revb Lev”temporarily,
You can press 【-】/【+】button to set reverb depth at this
time.
Range:0~127.
2.Pressing 【-】/【+】buttons at the same time,reverb depth
will recover to presetting value:050.

Chorus depth setting
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose chorus
depth setting menu,LCD displays “xxx Chor Lev”temporarily.
You can press 【-】/【+】button to set chorus depth at this
time.
Range:0~127.
2.Pressing 【-】and【+】buttons at the same time,Chorus depth
will recover to presetting value:000.

MIDI receiving setting
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose MIDI receiving
channel setting menu,LCD displays “xxx Midi In”temporarily,
You can press 【-】/【+】button to set MIDI receiving channels
at this time.
Setting range:1~16，ALL.
2.Pressing 【-】and【+】buttons at the same time,MIDI channel
will recover to presetting value:ALL.

MIDI Sending setting
1.Pressing【FUNCTION MENU】button to choose MIDI sending
channel setting menu,LCD displays “xxx Midi Out”temporarily.
You can press 【-】/【+】button to set MIDI sending channels
at this time.Range:1~16
2.Pressing 【-】and【+】buttons at the same time,MIDI channel
will recover to presetting value:001.

Factory reset

Pressing 【-】and【+】buttons when power is off,then,open the
power,the system will recover to factory rest,and delete all users'
data in this piano,including:Users'songs,Users'registration memory.
The LCD will display “Wait..!”The system will be entered into
automatically after deletion was finished,then recover to normal
open state.

Record your own songs

Panel registration memory setting

This instrument has panel registration memory function,it can be
used for saving your most favorite setting as to the setting can be
tuned out easily and promptly when you need it,moreover,it can
enable your performance to be more efficient.Panel registration
memory function can almost store all setting of panel,you only
need to press one button simply,the setting can be tuned out
immediately.

Save setting to registration memory
1.This instrument has 4pcs registration memory banks,every
registration bank includes 2 groups storage memory state
（M1~M2）.
2.When you press【STORE】button,press one of【M1】-【M2】
button at the same time,present panelcan be setted to registration
memory.Please notice:This operation will cover previous stored
registration memory.
Notice:
Holding【STORE】and【M1】buttons at the same time,open the
power again,all registration memory will all recover to factory
reset state at this time.

Tune out registration memory
Pressing one of【M1】-【M2】button to tune out one group setting
to replace present state.

Choose memory bank
1.Pressing【BANK】button,LCD displays memory bank serial no.
temporarily.
2.Pressing【BANK】button again and again at this time,you can
choose to set memory bank.
Range:1~2
3.The following content can be stored in M1-M2 storage memory
state:
Voice parameters:Main voice、Dual voice、Lower voice、Digital
effect、Sound console.
Accompaniment parameters:Style、tempo、Auto bass chord
open/close、paraghraphs selection.
Function parameters:Touch、partial parameters in function menu.

The record function of this piano can record/replay your performance,
you can appreciate your own opus by replaying.You can record many
pieces of users'songs in this piano,every song can record 3pcs tracks
at most,it is 1pc accompaniment track and 2pcs melody tracks.
[Track 1]indicates accompaniment track,[Track2] and [Track3] indicate
melody tracks,The accompaniment track was used for recording style,it
is songs'accompaniment,The melody track was used for recording playing
melody.The accompaniment track and melody track can record at the same
time,but,it cann't record 2pcs melody tracks at the same time,of course,
you also can only record melody or accompaniment separately;The
accompaniment track and melody track can replay at the same time.
The users'song has storage function if there is power-fail,the data cann't
loss when the power is off.

Start record
You need to choose one pc user's song that will be used for storing record
before the record was starting and set record tracks.
1.Pressing【RECORD】button to enter into users'songs selection interface.
The left top of LCD displays serial no.of users'songs,The characters
display area displays users'songs name,The default name is “RecSong1”.
You can choose users'songs position that needs to store record by 【-】/【+】
buttons.
2.Pressing 【RECORD】button to enter into record preparation state,“REC”
marking lights in bottom part of LCD ,4pcs beat points shine at the same
time in beat display area.This piano will choose one melody track that
has no data to store your record automatically,The track cursor shines in
LCD ,it refers to the present track that stored record.
3.You can choose voice、style，adjustment tempo etc.that you want to
record in record preparation state.You can press 【TRACK1】、【TRACK2】
~【TRACK3】button to choose the tracks that you want to record,it means
that the track was choosed when cursor shines.
The accompaniment track and melody track can record at the same time,
but cann't record 2pcs melody tracks([Track2]and [Track3]) at the same
time.
4.To press【START/STOP】button or play piano's keys directly to start
record after the record tracks were choosed.When the record
accompaniment was choosed and the auto bass chord accompaniment
function was opened,to play one effective chord in keyboard left hand
area,the record can be started as well.
Notice：
The style data can only be recorded in accompaniment track.
The record track cursor has three kinds of state:Shine,Light,Go out.
Shining,it means that this track has been choosed for record,
if this track has already have data,the original data will be covered
if you continue to record in this track.
Lighting,it means that this track has data,It wil replay recorded data
synchronously in record process.
Going out,it means that this track has no data or has data,but has been
prohibited to replay when the record was going on.
The tracks state can be switched by pressing【TRACK1】~【TRACK3】
again and again in record preparation state.
This piano will choose one empty melody track to store record automatically
(the system will choose automatically in the order of small to large.such
as:if track2 has data,then,the system will choose track3 to store this time
record)in record preparation state,if two tracks had already have data,
then,it will choose track2 to store record.

Stop record
1.Pressing【RECORD】button can stop record immediately in record
process.
2.If the internal memory is full,the record will stop and store automatically
in record process,“Rec_Full”will display in LCD temporarily to remind that
the internal memory has been recorded full.
3.The record will stop automatically after the style had played ending over
if you had choosed record accompaniment.

